
 

 

QUESTION OF THE WEEK, WEEK 16 (19–23.4.2023) 
NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS: 874  

The margin of error is 3 percent and therefore the answers are considered to reflect the opinions of the population in 

Jakobstad. (https://sv.surveymonkey.com/mp/margin-of-error-calculator/) 

AGE RANGE OF RESPONDENTS (844 HAVE GIVEN THEIR YEAR OF BIRTH): 

 

BUS CONNECTION TO FÄBODA DURING THE SUMMER? 

In the question of the week the residents in Jakobstad were asked if they would use a bus 

connection (4 € for a one-way ticket) between the town centre of Jakobstad and Fäboda (from 

the week after midsummer to beginning of August). 

42 % of the respondents said that they would use the bus connection and 58 % said that they 

wouldn’t. 
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Of the 42 % that would use the bus connection, 45 % said that they would use the bus connection 

three times or more per season and 55 % would use the bus connection 1–2 times.

 
Those who said that they would not use the bus connection had the opportunity to motivate their 

reply and the most common comments were: 

- I’d rather take the bike. Many also suggested building a bicycle lane to Fäboda. 

- I take the car instead.  

- 4 euro for a one-way ticket is too expensive, especially for a family with children. 

- Timetable reasons: depends on when the bus leaves, does the bus schedule fit my timetable, 

don’t want to spend the whole day in Fäboda, too few departures if there is only one departure 

per day.  

LOTTERY WINNER  

517 persons participated in the lottery and the winner of a roundtrip ticket to Mässkär with the 

Mässkär-boat has been notified via email. Congratulations to the winner Lotta Nyman!  

NEXT STEP  

The town is presently negotiating further conditions regarding a possible summer bus 

connection from the town (market square) to Fäboda with a bus company. 

The residents have asked for more than one departure a day and lower ticket prices. 

Suggestions:  

- The bus to Fäboda could depart twice a day in both directions. 

- Bus price: 4 euro for a one-way ticket for adults and 2 euro for children 4–11 years and free for 

children under 4 years. 

More information: 

Mika Hakosalo, city development director, tel: 044 785 1463, mika.hakosalo@jakobstad.fi 

Johan Lithén, development manager, tel: 044 785 1653, johan.lithen@jakobstad.fi  
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